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Installation of Legacy mode:
Legacy mode ( g) is a maker project which gives you access to the backfacing camera and much of the world of 
camera based AR. 
We have tried to make the installation as simple as possible, but you will need a few things not in the kit. 
First fold the wings of the Legacy part inward. We will attach the black side inwards. 

Cutting and setup: Identify the dashed line on 
the front of the headset- it corresponds with 
the mirror inside. Using an box cutter carefull 
cut around the mirror. Following the dashed 
lines and making multiple passes will make for a 
clean cut.
  

Rotating the mirror: 
It might be good to have the headset 
disasembled to rotate the mirror. The top half 
of the mirror is not attached. This will allow you 
rotate or fold up the mirror. Pull the bottom 
edge up adn keep constant pressure around 
the pivot point. You might gently score the 
pivot line with a ruler to ensure a clean rotation.
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Adding Legacy mode adaptor to the headset. 
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LEGACY MODE

The mirror will rotate up to a 45O angle and wedge agains the 
phone holder base.
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3 Installing the phone: Peel back the nylon band and 
insert the phone with screen facing in toward the 
mirror. 
Close the nylon band. 

Affix the headband load some content and have fun.

4. Fitting : Now dry fit the part onto the headset before using the velcro to fix it in place. Use the black foam 
blank to replace where the phone normally sits and prepare to mount the phone up front. Make sure all fasten-
ers are secure befor proceeding.


